Balsa Beavers Model Flying Club

Consolidated Contest Report - 2017
This report contains a consolidation of contest reports from 2017.
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New Year's Day Fun Fly
January 1, 2017

Chris Hubbard, Len Bourel, Naomi Macklem, Keith Morgan, Paul Emmerson
(Left Early: Ted Smietana; Came Late: Allan Diamond and family;
Not Pictured: Johnny Ringmaster [McFayden]; Taking Photo: Doug Blackmore)

Commentary by John McFayden:
At 10 am and with the sun blazing and a solid 20 km/hr wind blowing, people
began showing up to kick off the New Year flying season. The temperature was a
nice even 2C.
The snow was crisp and deep and even. Actually it was not deep but it was crisp
and even. The use of wheels was no problem at all. There were models with skis
present but the skis were mostly more
problem than value.
There were a few Ringmasters, an elderly
Flite Streak, an electric Super Clown and a
Junk Yard Wars Champion and their
models. Heck there were even spectators.
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Starting the engines was fairly easy in the cool dry
air. Some used quick start but in general a freshly
charged starter battery kept warm in the pocket is
all that is needed for a properly primed engine to
spring to life in a few quick flips.
As mentioned earlier the wind was present in
sufficient muster to make selecting the correct
position to do some tricks an easy task. Fortunately
the wind was not blowing into the sun because the glare from the low hanging
sun bouncing off the snow was totally blinding.
First flight of New Year's Day was flown by Johnny Ringmaster on his
Ringmaster. Following that Doug Blackmore, Keith Morgan, Paul Emerson, Len
Bourel, Naomi Macklem and Allen Diamond took turns christening the 2017
Flying Season.

A FEW PICTURES

The weather on New Year's Eve was a little dim.

A Buster on aluminum skis: no problem.
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First flight for this old FliteStreak, built years ago by Keith's brother but never flown before today.

Naomi at the handle.

Keith brought some chocolate
covered popcorn!
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Allan shares a flight with his daughter...
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2017 Toronto and District Championships
June 3 and 4, 2017
Commentary by Chris Brownhill (June 3 and 4):
Weather is the key to any successful model airplane contest, and it is one of the many
vicissitudes that has to be dealt with by both the competition organizer, and the host
club. This year was no exception. A very pleasant and flyable day was enjoyed by us
on Saturday, and heavy rain opened the proceedings on Sunday, which made us cancel
the second day of events until a better day arrived! Perhaps, had we had anyone come
who had travelled a long distance on Sunday to attend, we might have stayed around
until the weather improved. But, thunderstorms also seemed to be in the mix later on,
which makes flying Control Line models extremely hazardous, so the decision on
cancellation seemed prudent under the circumstances.
But, as said before the day we had on
Saturday was a true gem! Some club
members had worked hard during the
week to keep the grass on the field cut
down to a reasonable length, and the
combat circle was cut on the Friday before
as the City had not been able to get on to
it with their heavy grass mowers! Many
thanks to all who were involved in this
endeavour, as the contest would have not
been possible without the members who
participated in this field maintenance!

Doug B loading his lawn mower

The Profile and Fun Scale events were flown on Saturday morning on the paved circle,
with everyone enjoying the renewed asphalt surface on the paved circle, which made
landings and taxi maneuvers so much easier than in the past. The air was relatively
calm, and despite a bit of light turbulence, all of the flying was accomplished without any
of the Scale models being damaged seriously.

Chris H's Fairchild Cornell

The Profile event was flown first, with Chris Hubbard opening
the event by flying his Fairchild Cornell trainer. Both of his
attempts resulted in excellent flight scores, as he has certainly
has taken to Scale flying during the time he has spent with the
club! He managed to get third place in the event after the static
judging was performed, and again demonstrated that he is
becoming a very competent contest pilot.

Chris Brownhill flew his North American Yale next, and had the good fortune of both
nice air, and a reliable engine run. That is not something that is always easy to get with
this particular model, as it can be a tricky performer in rough air, or if the engine acts up!
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Anyway, Chris guided the model to first place, and was very pleased to put it back into
the car all in one piece.
Photo: Sara Ricketts - Ninjatography

Chris Brownhill next proxy flew Gord Gimbert’s de Havilland
DH-4, which proved a bit tentative on the first flight due to a
wing warp that made the model fly outboard wing high for all of
the first attempt. The model was landed safely, with only the
loss of the propeller, and a trim tab was fitted for the second
attempt which sorted out the trim problem. Gord received
second place with the above model, as it is extremely well built,
and received the highest static score of the meet!
Naomi flew her P-51B Mustang with little problem, and
managed to garner fourth place after two solid attempts which
showed how much her flying skills have improved over the past
few years!
Chris Hubbard again flew his Cornell in the Fun Scale event (a
slight deviance from normal practice, but allowed this year due
to a lower entry!) and, with some more excellent flying, took
second place.

Len & Naomi

Chris Brownhill followed with his Gloster Gladiator, the most
reliable of his Scale fleet, and won the event by edging out
the aforementioned Chris Hubbard.
Naomi Macklem flew her P-51B Mustang again in the Fun
Scale event, and this time managed to secure third place
with some more excellent flying.
Len Bourel proxy flew Gord Gimbert’s very pretty Spitfire
XVIII with some excellent aerobatic flights, which showed
the model’s speed and agility to its best advantage. This excellent effort by Len
managed to get Gord into fourth place in the event.
Chris B's Gloster Gladiator

Finally, Jack Nagao flew his beautiful Stinson Trimotor, but due
to some engine problems was unable to get any complete flights
in. However, the orange and blue colour scheme is striking both
in the air, and on the ground. Jack managed a beautiful “deadstick” landing on his second attempt, which received much
applause from both the spectators, and the competitors!

Jack N's Stinson Trimotor
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Paul Emmerson (L) and Keith Morgan (R)

The Club offers its thanks to Paul Emmerson, and Keith Morgan for doing both the flight
and static judging. They did a great job in sorting out a good result in a very tight and
competitive event!
The LA .15 Sport Race event was flown next on the paved circle. This is a new event
envisioned by the Club when LA .25 engines went out of production a couple of years
ago, and it is hoped that it will revive some interest in Control Line racing, which has
always been a Club tradition.

Chris B at the pre-race briefing

This event requires a Scale Racing type airframe, and
the competitor must build it from either a Sig Shoestring
or Buster kit which is still commercially available. Some
modifications to the landing gear and airframe are
allowed as described in the rules, but basically the
model must be built without any changes to the actual
kit dimensions. The only other change allowed is an
optional cheek cowl, to provide for extra strength in the
nose area.

The engines used in this event are owned by the Club, and are drawn for at the start of
the race by the competitors. After they are installed in the competitors’ models, a test
flight or two is allowed in order for the contestants to get an engine setting. Then the
competition commences by drawing up the heats.
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The heats were begun with a running start, after a two minute starting period, and two
mandatory pit stops were required to complete the 100 lap race.
Naomi Macklem/Len Bourel and Stuart
Henderson/Doug Blackmore were the first
entries to fly a 100 lap heat in the new event.
Unfortunately, Naomi twisted her ankle in the
first heat while flying, and Chris Brownhill
replaced her in the second and third heats.
Dwayne Donnelly/ Stuart Henderson and
Doug Blackmore/Len Bourel made up the
second heat which was completed with no
problems.
Doug B catching his Shoestring

The 200 Lap final required 4 pit stops for race completion, and again was begun with
the usual running start. The final 200 lap race was made up of teams Naomi Macklem (
replaced by Chris Brownhill)/Len Bourel, Dwayne Donnelly/Stuart, and Len Bourel
(replaced by Keith Morgan)/Doug Blackmore.
The final was a bit of a rugby-like scrum as
some inexperience with racing exhibited by a
couple of the competitors sometimes made
things a bit interesting to be sure! There was
little passing due to the consistency normally
seen in O.S. engines, and the pit stops were
generally good throughout the race.
The team of Doug Blackmore and Keith
Morgan finally emerged as the winners of the
event with a time of 15:00:67 minutes for the
200 laps. Dwayne Donnelly and Stuart
Henderson finished in second place, with
Naomi Macklem/Len Bourel finishing in third!
(Please see the complete contest results
following for all the heat and final times.)

(L-R) Stu H, Chris B, Keith M

All in all, some refinement to the rules may be required as more experience is gained
with this new event, but it was a good start to be sure. It is hoped more interest will
develop in it for the future so that Control Line racing can remain part of the Control Line
contest scene for some time to come.
The club thanks John Easton for being the race starter, and those that acted as the race
timers.
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Combat! (Photo: Sara Ricketts - Ninjatography)

While Scale and LA .15 Sport Racing took place on the paved circle, FAI (F2D) Combat,
and 80 Mph (Speed Limit) Combat was taking place on the grass nearby. Many of the
matches were spirited, and expertly flown which shows just how competitive this event
has become over the years. It is almost impossible to win by air time alone, as almost
always are there two models in the air attempting to cut the other’s streamer during the
time allotted for a match!
In FAI (F2D) Combat, 1st place went to Maksim
Svetlakov, 2nd to Pat Mackenzie, and 3rd to Ivan
Mackenzie.

Max

In 80 Mph Combat, 1st place was won by Dimitre
Valkanov, 2nd by Pat Mackenzie, and 3rd by Brad
LaPointe.
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Dimitre

Commentary by Doug Blackmore (July 8):
We decided to fly the postponed stunt events at the July 8 Summer Stunt contest held
at Crowland Park in Niagara Falls. We didn't actually fly separate flights. The flights we
conducted counted for both the T & D and the Summer Stunt contest. The wind was so
strong that some of us passed on our second flight. It was also quite variable,
sometimes giving those less capable a distinct advantage!

Pat MacKenzie (L), Dave Kelly (C), Peter Hanson (R)
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SPECIAL FEATURE PHOTO SECTION
Photos courtesy of Sara Ricketts - Ninjatography

Chris Hubbard's Fairchild Cornell

Chris Brownhill's Gloster Gladiator
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Gord Gimbert’s Spitfire

LA 15 Scale Racing Fleet - Busters and Shoestrings
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Jack Nagao's Stinson Trimotor

Jack Nagao's Stinson Trimotor dead sticking a landing
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Jack Nagao

Gord Gimbert’s de Havilland DH-4

Chris Brownhill's Gloster Gladiator
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Naomi's P-51B Mustang

Chris' North American Yale
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Doug Blackmore's Shoestring

Maksim Svetlakov preparing for combat
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A selection of combat planes

Yaroslav Melnikov (L) and Maksim Svetlakov (R)
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(L-R) Peter Hanson, Walter Dordolo, Vadim Polak

(L-R) Brad LaPointe, Yaroslav Melnikov, Ivan MacKenzie
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SPEED LIMIT COMBAT
Champion: Dimitre Valkanov

Pat MacKenzie (L), Dimitre Valkanov (R)
Speed Limit Combat
Pilot
Place
Dimitre Valkanov
1st
Pat MacKenzie
2nd
Brad LaPointe
3rd

Pat MacKenzie (2nd)

Brad LaPointe (3rd)
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F2D COMBAT
Champion: Maksim Svetlakov

Maksim Svetlakov (L), Pat MacKenzie (R)
F2D Combat
Pilot
Maksim Svetlakov
Pat MacKenzie
Ivan MacKenzie

Pat MacKenzie (2nd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Ivan MacKenzie (3rd)
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LA .15 Scale Race
Champions: Keith Morgan (pilot) and Doug Blackmore (pit)

Doug Blackmore (L - pit), Keith Morgan (R - pilot)

Entry
Naomi Macklem
Stu Henderson
Dwayne Donnelly
Doug Blackmore

LA .15 Scale Race (100-Lap Qualifying Heats)
Pilot
Pit
Heat 1
Naomi Macklem
Len Bourel
DNF
Stu Henderson
Doug Blackmore
7:20.01
Stu Henderson
Dwayne Donnelly
7:28.77
Len Bourel
Doug Blackmore
6:52.86

Entry
Doug Blackmore
Dwayne Donnelly
Naomi Macklem

LA .15 Scale Race (200-Lap Final)
Pilot
Pit
Keith Morgan
Doug Blackmore
Stu Henderson
Dwayne Donnelly
Chris Brownhill
Len Bourel

2nd Place
Dwayne Donnelly (Left - pit)
Stu Henderson (Right - pilot)

Heat 2
8:25.21
6:51.74
7:33.67
7:10.56

Final
15:00.67
15:26.78
16:41.05

3rd Place
Chris Browhnill (Left - pilot)
Naomi Macklem (Centre - pilot)
Len Bourel (Right - pit)
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Heat 3
6:44.00
7:09.38
7:14.40
6:31.01

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

FUN SCALE
Champion: Chris Brownhill

Chris Browhnill
Fun Scale
Pilot
Model
Chris Brownhill
Gladiator
Chris Hubbard
PT-26 Cornell
Naomi Macklem
P-51B Mustang
Gord Gimbert
Spitfire Mk 18
Jack Nagao
Stinson Trimotor
Judges: Keith Morgan, Paul Emmerson

Chris Hubbard (2nd)

Score
109
103.5
96
94
57.5

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Naomi Macklem (3rd)
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PROFILE SCALE
Champion: Chris Brownhill

Profile Scale
Pilot
Model
C. Brownhill
Yale
G. Gimbert
DH-4
C. Hubbard
PT-26 Cornell
N. Macklem
P-51B Mustang
Judges: Keith Morgan, Paul Emmerson

Gord Gimbert (2nd)

Score
178
169
166.5
162

Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Chris Hubbard (3rd)
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PROFILE STUNT
(held July 8 at Crowland Park)

Champion: Len Bourel

Len Bourel
Profile Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight
Len Bourel
486
John McFayden
456
Doug Blackmore
428
Dave Kelly
418
Chris Brownhill
222
Judges: Pat Mackenzie, Peter Hanson
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem

John McFayden (2nd)

2nd Flight
493
477
475
447
196

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Doug Blackmore (3rd)
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MAAC STUNT
(held July 8 at Crowland Park)

Champion: Peter Hanson

Peter Hanson
MAAC Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight 2nd Flight
Peter Hanson
575.0
564.5
Len Bourel
543.0
553.0
Pat MacKenzie
528.5
546.5
John McFayden
521
pass
Judges: Dave Kelly, Chris Brownhill
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem

Len Bourel (2nd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Pat MacKenzie (3rd)
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T & D Grand Champion 2017
Grand Champion: Pat MacKenzie

Chris Brownhill (L), Pat MacKenzie (R)
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2017 Brodak Fly-In
June 12 to 17, 2017

The Canadian Booth

Allan Diamond

Allan Diamond
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Keith Morgan and his two tents

Len Bourel flying his Outrageous in CLPA Expert
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Naomi Macklem - 3rd Place in Nostalgia 30 - Beginner

Naomi Macklem (and her foot)

Allan Diamond
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John and Cody McFayden
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Junk Yard Wars

Allan Diamond retrieving the junk

Our canopy: 1st place in the rain

Their equipment: last place
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Len Bourel with the finished Canadian entry in Junk Yard Wars

Other entries in Junk Yard Wars
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Junk Yard Wars results

Team Canada takes 2nd Place in Junk Yard Wars
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LA 25 Sport Race

Len Bourel flying in LA 25 Sport Race

Doug Blackmore (L) and Len Bourel (R) take 1st place in LA 25 Sport Race
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CANADIAN RESULTS
Competitor
Leonard Bourel
Keith Morgan

Control Line Precision Aerobatics - Expert
Equipment
Score
Outrageous/90
550
Enigma/67
522.5

Place
19th
21st

Competitor
Naomi Macklem

Profile Precision Aerobatics - Beginner
Equipment
Twister/40

Score
51.5

Place
8th

Competitor
Leonard Bourel
John McFayden
Keith Morgan

Profile Precision Aerobatics - Expert
Equipment
Cardinal/46
Miss D/46
Enigma/60

Score
571.5
532
501

Place
5th
14th
16th

Competitor
Naomi Macklem

Nostalgia 30 - Beginner
Equipment
Twister/40

Score
78.5

Place
3rd

Competitor
Leonard Bourel
Keith Morgan

Nostalgia 30 - Expert
Equipment
Stiletto/51
Stiletto/60

Score
496.5
443

Place
2nd
5th

Competitor
Leonard Bourel
John McFayden

Old Time Stunt - Expert
Equipment
Ringmaster/35
Ringmaster/20

Score
294.75
277

Place
8th
12th

Score
279.75

Place
1st

Score
182

Place
2nd

Score
174.5

Place
2nd

Competitor
Paul Smith

Competitor
Paul Smith

Competitor
Paul Smith

Old Time Stunt - Phase 2 - Advanced
Equipment
Chief/40
Profile Scale
Equipment
Bearcat
Sport Scale
Equipment
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Competitor
Paul Smith
Naomi Macklem

Fun Scale
Equipment
B-25
Mustang/40

Score
94
81

Place
6th
9th

Mosquito/51

Score
101
97.5

Place
8th
9th

Competitor
Paul Smith

Carrier I & II
Equipment
Skyraider/25

Score
297.45

Place
3rd

Competitor
Paul Smith

Carrier Profile
Equipment
MO-1/35

Score
245.9

Place
2nd

Competitor
Paul Smith

Carrier .15
Equipment
Pathfinder

Score
205.65

Place
3rd

Score
493
457.5

Place
6th
8th

Score
15:04:00

Place
1st

Score
13:26:97

Place
1st

Score
188

Place
2nd

Score
202

Place
2nd

Competitor
Paul Smith
Naomi Macklem

1/2 A Scale
Equipment

Ringmaster, Firecat, Super Firecat
Competitor
Leonard Bourel
John McFayden
Foxberg Racing
Competitor
Paul Smith - Marc Warwashana
Foxberg Racing - Expert
Competitor
Mike Londke - Paul Smith
Clown Racing
Competitor
Paul Smith - Marc Warwashana
Clown Racing - Expert
Competitor
Paul Smith - Len Bourel
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Perky Speed
Competitor
Paul Smith

Score
98.07

Place
7th

Score
64.8
62.57

Place
8th
9th

Score
4:27
5:46

Place
1st
3rd

Score
399

Place
2nd

Sportsman Stunt Speed
Competitor
Paul Smith
Naomi Macklem
LA 25 Sport Race
Competitor
Leonard Bourel - Doug Blackmore
Mike Palko - Paul Smith
Junk Yard Wars
Competitor
Team Canada: Doug Blackmore, Len Bourel, Allan
Diamond, Naomi Macklem, Keith Morgan, John McFayden,
Cody McFayden
Most Events Entered Award
Competitor
Paul Smith
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XXX Kombat at the Bean Field, 2017
June 24 and 25, 2017
Commentary by Doug Blackmore:
In this FAI F2D triple elimination contest, you advance from round to round until you've
lost three matches. The sole pilot left at the end is the champion. On Saturday, people
started arriving around eight AM and most were there by nine. Dave came with the most
amazing trailer outfitted with a work bench, storage, and electricity.

Inside Dave's Trailer

Registration got underway and we got twelve
pilots. Before the combat started, our host
and centre marshal Brad LaPointe held the
pilot's meeting to discuss safety and logistics.
Yaro of Yaroslav Melnikov Systems
sponsored three fun prizes - one for the
youngest participant, the pilot who makes the
most cuts in total, and the worst pilot ever.
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As the planes were readied in the pit area, it was time to draw
matches for round one. Each pilot is matched randomly with an
opponent for the round, and new matches are drawn at the
beginning of each subsequent round. Cary and Dave were
matched in round one, but they had traveled over a thousand
kilometers together to get to the contest and expected to pit for
each other. Since it was early rounds, and as a courtesy, Walter
and Dave were swapped to accommodate the situation.
Matches were sometimes physical, where both planes and pilots
collide. We were short counters and timers, so pilots not flying
volunteered to help Nancy. A blue streamer in a cloudless sky is
very hard to see, but they managed nicely.
Brad was the circle marshal who times the overall match, a
maximum of four minutes. He was also the referee of the match, a
lonely and often thankless job.
Walter had an unlucky day. To top it off, his streamer blew into his
own propeller on launching, causing a significant loss of flight time!
Ed and Yaro both had "fly-aways". Ed's landed in the creek where Ivan retrieved it.
Yaro's was harder to find. Walter persevered with a little detective work: he found the
control-lines and traced them back to the airplane!

Ivan retrieves Ed's plane from the creek.

We could see the wind picking up and the
sky getting darker late on Saturday. When
the thunderstorm hit, the pilots scrambled
to get their gear under cover. When it was
over, we had a spectacular rainbow. As
the day was getting late and no one
wanted to get their stuff out again, Brad
and Nancy put on their famous bar-b-que.
Rainbow over the Bean Field
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Brad and Nancy's famous bar-b-que

On Sunday, Pat had an unusual thing happen: his streamer was unhooked from his
plane in flight - not cut. By the time it was realized, the match had already been
adjudicated, so a re-fly was held.
For Ivan's round-seven match against Cary, the officials ruled a tie but Ivan was certain
there was a timing error in his favour, so he conceded defeat. As this was his third loss,
he was eliminated from the contest. A later review of video taken at the contest
confirmed Ivan's loss.
After Cary was eliminated, securing third place, Dave and Yaro were tied for first with
one loss each. Rather than conducting a "best-of-three" series to determine first place,
they decided on a single match final. Tied on cuts, Yaro took first place on air time;
second place went to Dave.
Our hosts wish to extend their thanks to
all the pilots who travelled long distances
to participate, to the people who assisted
in timing and counting cuts, and for
making a documentary video of the event.
And of course we thank our hosts in turn
for organizing this event and for their
gracious donation of the Bean Field,
without which none of us could
participate.

Spooky the dog
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PILOTS

Austin

Bob

Cary

Dave

Dimitre

Ed

Ivan

Max

Pat

Vadim

Walter

Yaroslav
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COUNTERS-TIMERS

Bill

Hammer

Tom

PILOT-SPONSOR

PHOTOGRAPHER

Yaroslav

Doug

HOST-SCOREKEEPER

HOST-CIRCLE MARSHAL

Nancy

Brad
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STANDINGS AT END OF EACH ROUND

1 Win
0 Wins

2 Wins
1 Win
0 Wins

Austin
Bob

X

Austin
Cary
Bob

X
XX

3 Wins
2 Wins
1 Win
0 Wins

X
XX
XXX

4 Wins
3 Wins
2 Wins
1 Win
0 Wins

X
XX
XXX
XXX

5 Wins
4 Wins
3 Wins
2 Wins
1 Win
0 Wins

Cary
Dave

ROUND 1
Ivan
Dimitre

Max
Ed

ROUND 2
Max
Yaroslav
Dave
Dimitre
Vadim
Walter

ROUND 3
Austin
Yaroslav
Cary
Dave
Dimitre
Ed
Bob
Vadim

ROUND 4
Yaroslav
Austin
Cary
Max
Dimitre
Ed
Bob
Vadim

X
XX
XXX
XXX
XXX

Ed

Ivan

Yaroslav
Walter

Ivan

Max

Pat

Pat

Walter

Dave

Ivan

Walter

ROUND 5
Dave
Yaroslav
Austin
Cary
Ivan
Max
Dimitre
Ed
Bob
Vadim
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Pat
Vadim

Pat

Walter

Pat

5 Wins
4 Wins
3 Wins
2 Wins
1 Win
0 Wins

6 Wins
5 Wins
4 Wins
3 Wins
2 Wins
1 Win
0 Wins

7 Wins
6 Wins
5 Wins
4 Wins
3 Wins
2 Wins
1 Win
0 Wins

X
XX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

X
XX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

X
XX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

ROUND 6
Dave
Yaroslav
Austin
Cary
Pat
Max
Dimitre
Ed
Bob
Vadim

ROUND 7
Dave
Cary
Ivan (4th)
Pat
Max
Dimitre
Bob

ROUND 8
Yaroslav (1st)
Dave (2nd)
Cary (3rd)
Ivan (4th)
Pat
Max
Dimitre
Bob
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Ivan

Walter

Yaroslav
Austin (5th)

Ed
Vadim

Austin (5th)

Ed
Vadim

Walter

by coin toss

Walter

F2D COMBAT
Champion: Yaroslav Melnikov

Brad LaPointe (L), Yaroslav Melnikov (R)
F2D Combat
Pilot
Yaroslav Melnikov
Dave Fischer
Cary Minor
Ivan MacKenzie
Austin Minor

Dave Fischer (2nd)

Cary Minor (3rd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Ivan MacKenzie (4th)
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Austin Minor (5th)

FUN PRIZES
Sponsored by Yaro of Yaroslav Melnikov Systems

Yaro (L), Austin (R) - Youngest Participant

Yaro (L), Dave (R) - Pilot Making the Most Cuts (14 cuts)

Yaro (L), Walter (R) - Worst (i.e. Unluckiest) Pilot Ever
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COMPETITION SERIES
Can-Am Cup

The XXX Kombat contest
is the third in a series of
contests to determine the
winner of this year's CanAm cup. The Can-Am Cup
standings as of June 25th
are as follows:

U.S. Nats

Ontario
Champs
(SOCC)

Detroit #2

Toronto #2

3

Bean Field

#1
5

Toronto #1

2017
Name
Pat MacKenzie
Yaroslav Melnikov
Ivan MacKenzie
Maksim Svetlakov
David Fischer
Cary Minor
Mike Evans
Ed Bryzs

Detroit #1

Can Am Cup

#2
3
1
2
5

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

5
1
3
2

2
1

Total
8
6
6
5
3
2
2
1

Team Canada Trials
Since the Bean Field is in Canada, the contest is also part of the Canada Team Trials
series to see what Canadians go to the world championships next year. Yaro, Max, and
Pat are in the lead:
As of June 25, 2017
Name
Total Points
Yaroslav Melnikov
6
Maksim Svetlakov
5
Pat MacKenzie
3
Ivan MacKenzie
3
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Summer Stunt
July 8, 2017
Commentary by: Chris Brownhill
It is all too true that a model airplane contest is usually held on a day when you wouldn’t
normally take your model airplanes out of the house! This year’s Summer Stunt Event
was no exception to this rule, and it was certain from the outset that it was only going to
get windier as the day progressed! But, as the rain date was looking worse than the day
we arrived to do battle, it was decided to press on with the contest regardless.
As is the custom, the Profile Stunt event was flown
first, with Len Bourel leading off the proceedings with
his Cardinal, and, as usual, he managed a very good
flight despite the wind. John McFayden flew next,
with his LA. 46 powered “Miss D”, and again had no
problems getting through the pattern. The third flight
was done by Chris Brownhill, with an O.S. 20 FP
powered “Sky Writer”, which did not have the power
to combat against the rising wind. Unfortunately, Chris ended his flight about six inches
too low in the Square Horizontal Eight, and did some minor damage to his airplane.
Dave Kelly flew fourth with his Cardinal, and managed another successful flight even
though the engine was not running as hard as some thought it could considering the
weather conditions.
Doug Blackmore flew a fine pattern with his LA .46 powered Pathfinder, and impressed
us all with his rapidly improving flying skills!
The second round went more, or less, the same as the first. The weather was not
improving, but it was shown to be a testament to the skill of many modern stunt fliers as
their ability to fly in strong winds is impressive to say the least!
The event was won by Len Bourel with a best flight score of 493 points. John
McFayden was in second place with a score of 477 points, and was closely followed by
Doug Blackmore in third place, with final total of 475 points.
The MAAC Stunt event was going to prove to be even more challenging as the wind
was not going to go away for the afternoon program! Peter Hanson emerged the
eventual winner with a score of 575 points, with his impressive Yatsenko Stunter doing
some hard work despite its awesome horsepower!
Len Bourel finished in second place with a score of 553 points flying his pretty Super
Tigre .56 powered Stiletto, which by the way, is normally considered a “Classic” entry in
many U.S. contests, and still flies as good as many modern airplanes! Pat Mackenzie, a
flier more accustomed to Control Line combat, flew his electric powered Vector to third
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place, with a score of 546.5 points, and in doing so, showed some considerable
improvement over his first flight.
John McFayden flew a pretty fair pattern once more with his “Miss D” profile, and took
the fourth place honours with a score of 521 points.
Due to the conditions being less than desirable
for Stunt flying, it was decided to run the
postponed T&D Stunt events in tandem with the
Summer Stunt events. Therefore, the scores will
stand for both events, and the T & D results can
be completed. To sum up, it was a good day that
was made out of a not so good one. The
weather was bright and warm, but almost to the
limits of wind speed for a precision aerobatics event. The skill of the flyers was
impressive, and the fact that no airplanes were lost speaks volumes about their ability to
fly in rough weather!

SOME PICTURES
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PROFILE STUNT
Champion: Len Bourel

Len Bourel
Profile Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight
Len Bourel
486
John McFayden
456
Doug Blackmore
428
Dave Kelly
418
Chris Brownhill
222
Judges: Pat Mackenzie, Peter Hanson
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem

John McFayden (2nd)

2nd Flight
493
477
475
447
196

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Doug Blackmore (3rd)
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MAAC STUNT
Champion: Peter Hanson

Peter Hanson
MAAC Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight 2nd Flight
Peter Hanson
575.0
564.5
Len Bourel
543.0
553.0
Pat MacKenzie
528.5
546.5
John McFayden
521
pass
Judges: Dave Kelly, Chris Brownhill
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem

Len Bourel (2nd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Pat MacKenzie (3rd)
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Summer Scale in Niagara Falls
July 29, 2017

L to R: Dave Kelly, Naomi Macklem, Chris Brownhill, Len Bourel, Keith Morgan, Mike McMahon

Commentary by John McFayden:
Pilots, crew, fans and judges gathered at Crowland Park in Niagara Falls early Saturday
morning July 29th for the 2017 Balsa Beavers Summer Scale Event. The sky was a
bright blue dotted with clouds and a steady breeze blowing away from downwind.
Entry fees were collected, score sheets were prepared
and the flight order was drawn. Judges Len Bourel and
Keith Morgan situated themselves on the upwind side
of the circle and flying began. First up was Mike
McMahon with his Canadian Cold War era Avro CF100 Canuck.
After spooling up the engines to max throttle the CF100 made a long graceful take-off and the contest was
underway. The twin electric engines make a very
unique sound and the model flies very smoothly.
Next up was Dave Kelly with his beautiful Stuka JU 87
dive bomber. The Stuka looks solid in the air and its
silhouette is unmistakable. For realism in flight the
Stuka is hard to beat.
If biplanes are your thing Chris Brownhill’s Curtis Hawk in clad in bright early Navy
colours caught your eye. Stable in the steady breeze the little Hawk looked graceful
against the days blue sky.
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More WWII heavy metal was up next with Naomi
Macklem’s P-51 Mustang. The smooth steady rocksolid model circled the field looking for the Stuka that
had been sighted earlier. After searching high and low
and finding no trace of the Stuka Naomi put on a short
aerobatics demo that included a smooth-as-silk touch
and go. Running low on fuel Naomi for her landing
dropped the Mustang’s wheels firmly on the pavement
right in front of the judges and left the tail wheel high
and rolled on the mains.
After the Mustang cleared the area of all enemy planes Mike McMahon rolled out his de
Havilland Mosquito for a mission. Smoothly firing up the two engines Mike got to the
handle and signaled take-off roll. A sudden gust of wind lifted the tail of the big bomber
and the props touched the ground shutting down the engines. The engines were
restarted and the model moved
forward to a better position in
relation to the wind and the
Mossie made a long smooth takeoff. Following an otherwise
flawless mission the Mosquito
upon landing got into trouble and
suffered a serious ground loop
but sustained no long term
damage.
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The final profile entry was Chris Brownhill’s very experienced Yale. The Yale handles
wind very well and today that was a handy trait. A throttle problem was encountered as
Chris tried to slow the Yale down and with no solution found had to run the tank dry and
make a text book dead-stick landing.
There were a couple of re-flights made but no noteworthy events took place.

Next up was Fun Scale. Mike McMahon flew the CF -100 and Naomi Macklem flew the
P-51. The only new model to enter the circle was Chris Brownhill’s Gloster Gladiator.
Like his Yale, the Gladiator is a very stable fling model. Fearless in the steady wind
Chris pushed the throttle to the firewall and thrilled the crowd with a loop and ended his
flight with an elegant tail-high rolling mains landing.

With the flying completed the only work remaining was Static Judging. The pilots
presented the judges with their documentation and waited for the final results.
Thanks to Ron Peters for cutting the grass at the circle, to John McFayden for preparing
the Score Sheets and Contest Certificates and to the judges Len Bourel and Keith
Morgan.
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FUN SCALE
Champion: Mike McMahon

Mike McMahon
Fun Scale
Pilot
Mike McMahon

Model
Avro CF-100
Canuck
Chris Brownhill
Gloster Gladiator
Naomi Macklem
P-51 Mustang
Judges: Keith Morgan, Len Bourel

Chris Brownhill (2nd)

Score
102.75

Place
1st

102.25
98

2nd
3rd

Naomi Macklem (3rd)
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PROFILE SCALE
Champion: Mike McMahon

Mike McMahon
Profile Scale
Pilot
Model
Mike McMahon
Avro CF-100 Canuck
Dave Kelly
Junkers Ju 87 Stuka
Chris Brownhill
Curtiss Hawk
Chris Brownhill
North American Yale
Mike McMahon
de Havilland Mosquito
Naomi Macklem
P-51 Mustang
Judges: Keith Morgan, Len Bourel

Dave Kelly (2nd)

Score
176
173.5
170
166.5
162.5
158.5

Chris Brownhill (3rd)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Southern Ontario Control-line
Championships
August 12 and 13, 2017
Commentary by John McFayden:
The 2017 edition of the SOCC were held on August 12th and 13th at the Beanfield in
Dresden. In years past the flying circles were surrounded by acres of soy beans
standing about 3 feet high and on occasion by wheat. Visually attractive but not a
significant flying distraction. This
year the crop was corn standing a
full 6 feet plus high. The corn made
for a very impressive wall and of
course an unmistakable height
marker for the stunt pilots and the
judges.
Wind at the Beanfield can be
treacherous and many past
Beanfield Grand Prix and SOCC’s
are memorable because of both
wind velocity and turbulence. This
year the wind was tame on
Saturday and near dead calm all
day Sunday. In fact, the air on
Sunday was nearly still with only periodic thermal movement that changed direction
haphazardly. Made the judges do some running and the stunt pilots do some dancing
while the combat pilots could enjoy the entire circle.
Saturday featured LA .15 Sport Race, 80 mph Combat and Old Time Stunt as well as
the traditional Beanfield evening BBQ.
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There was concern that the small Shoestrings and Busters might have difficulty in
taking-off and landing on the grass surface. It turned out not to be an issue as Brad had
the grass cut very low. 5 teams entered the event and there was a total of 4 one
hundred lap heats run. Race Starter Keith Morgan got the races organized and moving
along nicely. The teams of Bourel/Hanson
and Tower/Smith were eliminated and a two
hundred lap final was run. The race was
very tight and one missed landing leading to
a bent needle was the difference between
first and second. The team of Chris
Brownhill and Wayne Petrevan reached the
finish line first a mere 31 seconds before
Blackmore and Bourel while Stunt Stu in a
rented racer pitted by Paul Smith tripped the
clock 50 seconds later.
Over in the combat circle 80 mph got underway. While I cannot provide blow by blow
details of the day’s events, I did watch one spectacular match between Brad LaPointe
and Lou Scavone. The two pilots stood side by side for a couple of minutes in a furious
and frantic battle, neither giving an inch, using only a small portion of the circle until
there was a clean cut and then the game of hide and chase began. Another match
featured a spectacular mid-air that generated a shower of styrofoam pieces rekindling
memories of contests in the past when foam wings were the norm. At the end of the day
the 80 mph Champion was Brad LaPointe, with Lou Scavone in second and Maxsim
Svetlakov in third.
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Old Time Stunt featured 5 entries.
Judges were Len Bourel and John
McFayden while Naomi Macklem and
Coby McFayden handled the
tabulating. John Paris piloting a
smooth flying Barnstormer took top
honours, while Doug Blackmore riding
his Trick or Treat Viking grabbed
second spot and Keith Morgan landed
his Galloping Comedian in third place.
As mentioned earlier Sunday was calm.
Perhaps better described as still with only the
slightest of breezes popping in and out
causing the pilots any grief.
First up on the stunt circles was Profile Stunt.
There were six entries and Konstantin
Bajaikine and Peter Hanson took on the role of
judges.
Chris Brownhill had the honour of the first flight
with a Jr. Sky Writer powered by an FP. 20
and posted a score of 423.5. John McFayden
had the second flight flying his well
experienced LA .46 powered Miss D and
garnered a flight score of 508 which was the
second highest score of the event. Doug
Blackmore fired up the LA .46 in his Pathfinder
and flew to a score of 474, his best of the day.
Next up was John Paris with a new electric Oriental that flew crisply and smoothly.
John’s sharp pattern was awarded a score of 526.5 which turned out to be the best of
the day. Bill Trumble was next up and suffered from a lean engine run went over the
time limit missing out on landing and pattern points. Last flight of round 1 was put up by
Len Bourel flying his Big Yellow Taxi and Evo .61. Len also suffered a lean run and
went over time losing his landing and pattern points.
On to round 2 with the wind, as gentle as it was, becoming more of a factor. The
thermals started really causing pilots issues as they seemed to change direction
between maneuvers or vanish completely leaving flat calm air to contend with. The
judges had to shift between flights and in many cases between stunts. In fact, no pilot
scored better in their second flight.
MAAC Stunt at SOCC ’17 also doubled as the F2B Team Trials. Len Bourel and Chris
Brownhill took the judges seats and seven pilots put in flights.
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Bill Trumble continued to suffer engine issues and in both MAAC flights got over runs.
John McFayden was up next with his new Stalker .76 powered Shark Attack. A balky
engine caused an attempt to be taken and on the second attempt the engine would fire
but not run. A slow start meant an over run but John was able to put the plane through
its first contest flight. Pat MacKenzie flying an electric Vector put in a smooth flight and
posted a score of 559.5. John Paris took to the air next skillfully piloting his Stalker .51
powered SV 11 through the pattern and landing with a score of 555.5. Konstantin
Bajaikine flying an electric Yatsenko Shark quietly and on the sunny side of the circle
earned a score of 572.5. Peter Hanson was up next with a Yatsenko Classic and
powered through the sky with a round 1 leading 582.5. Last flight of round one was put
up by Kim Doherty flying a Nobler. Kim got in all the tricks but not in prescribed order so
suffered the loss of pattern points.
Unlike Profile where the round 2 scores
were lower than round 1 in MAAC/Team
Trials most pilots scored higher on their
second flight. Bill Trumble continued to
have engine issues but John McFayden
with loads of support and Len’s battery was
able to get the big Stalker going quickly
and without an over run score a 531.5. Pat
MacKenzie and John Paris each raised
their scores by a few points but Konstantin
Bajaikine who with more consistent
bottoms and very crisp corners posted a
587. Peter Hanson encountered an unexpected engine issue just after take-off which
resulted in calling an attempt. After a short cooling down break Peter fired the Yatsenko
up and burned in a very smooth flight that impressed the judges to the tune of a contest
high score of 590 and for a repeat win of the Rob Kolarik Memorial Trophy.
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Over on the combat circle F2D was conducted. Again, I cannot provide any details on
the matches but the action from those matches observed were furious and there was
some spectacular crashes, mid airs and ground thumps. Streamers littered the circle.
There is no silence as loud as the first second after two FAI combat ships go from full
out to midair.

F2D Champion for SOCC ’17 was Pat MacKenzie, second Maxsim Svetlakov and third
place was Lou Scavone.
SOCC ’17 was a great contest. Thank you to Brad and Nancy for their generosity in
providing the circles and for some really good food and to all those who assisted in
running the events.
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SPEED LIMIT COMBAT
Champion: Brad LaPointe

Brad LaPointe

Speed Limit Combat
Pilot
Place
Brad LaPointe
1st
Lou Scavone
2nd
Maxsim Svetlakov
3rd

Lou Scavone (2nd)

Maxsim Svetlakov (3rd)
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F2D COMBAT
Champion: Pat MacKenzie

Pat MacKenzie (L), Brad LaPointe (R)

F2D Combat
Pilot
Pat MacKenzie
Maxsim Svetlakov
Lou Scavone

Maxsim Svetlakov (2nd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Lou Scavone(3rd)
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LA .15 Scale Race
Champions: Wayne Petrevan (pit) and Chris Brownhill (pilot)

Wayne Petrevan (L - pit), Chris Brownhill (R - pilot)

LA .15 Scale Race (100-Lap Qualifying Heats)
Entry
Pilot
Pit
Heat 1
Chris Brownhill
Chris Brownhill Wayne Petrevan
7:11:28
Doug Blackmore Len Bourel
Doug Blackmore
6:48:12
Stu Henderson
Stu Henderson Doug Blackmore
7:37:97
Len Bourel
Peter Hanson
Len Bourel
9:45:36
Ken Towers
Paul Smith
Towers
7:20:88

Entry
Chris Brownhill
Doug Blackmore
Stu Henderson

LA .15 Scale Race (200-Lap Final)
Pilot
Pit
Chris Brownhill Wayne Petrevan
Len Bourel
Doug Blackmore
Stu Henderson Paul Smith

2nd Place
Len Bourel (Left - pilot)
Doug Blackmore (Right - pit)

Final
13:51:53
14:23:37
15:17:17

3rd Place
Paul Smith (Left - pit)
Stu Henderson (Right - pilot)
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Heat 2
6:46:31
6:27:94
6:53:87
7:32:02
pass

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

OLD TIME STUNT
Champion: John Paris

Chris Brownhill (L), John Paris (R)

Old Time Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight
2nd Flight
John Paris
312.75
304.00
Doug Blackmore
251.25
291.50
Keith Morgan
276.75
268.25
Paul Smith
267.50
274.50
Chris Brownhill
242.50
250.25
Judges: Len Bourel, John McFayden
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem, Coby McFayden

Doug Blackmore (2nd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Keith Morgan (3rd)
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PROFILE STUNT
Champion: John Paris

John Paris

Profile Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight
2nd Flight
John Paris
526.5
508.0
John McFayden
508.0
497.5
Doug Blackmore
474.0
464.5
Len Bourel
462.5
386.0
Chris Brownhill
423.5
414.0
Bill Trumble
417.5
387.0
Judges: Konstantin Bajaikine, Peter Hanson
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem, Coby McFayden

John McFayden (2nd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Doug Blackmore (3rd)
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MAAC STUNT
Champion: Peter Hanson

Peter Hanson

MAAC Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight 2nd Flight
Peter Hanson
582.5
590.0
Konstantin Bajaikine
572.5
587.0
Pat MacKenzie
559.5
562.0
John Paris
555.5
559.0
John McFayden
448.0
531.5
Bill Trumble
330.0
449.0
Judges: Chris Brownhill, Len Bourel
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem, Coby McFayden

Konstantin Bajaikine (2nd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Pat MacKenzie (3rd)
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F2B TEAM CANADA TRIALS
Champion: Peter Hanson

Pat MacKenzie (L), Konstantin Bajaikine (C), Peter Hanson (R)

F2B Team Canada Trials
Pilot
1st Flight 2nd Flight
Peter Hanson
582.5
590.0
Konstantin Bajaikine
572.5
587.0
Pat MacKenzie
559.5
562.0
John McFayden
448.0
531.5
Kim Doherty
528.5
516.0
Judges: Chris Brownhill, Len Bourel
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem, Coby McFayden

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Winner of Robert Kolarik Memorial Trophy: Peter Hanson
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2017 Flying Follies Fun Fly
September 2 to 4, 2017
Commentary by Doug Blackmore:
We had another fun weekend this year in spite of the horrendous wind. 25 km/h did not
stop us from putting together an impromptu LA 25 Sport Race on Saturday. Brad and
Nancy LaPointe were again such generous and gracious hosts that I cannot imagine
attending any other event on Labour Day weekend.
I was there with my Black Wasp hoping for a first flight. It took me most of Saturday to
install everything, and while doing so, I found a small leak in one of the fuel tanks. I
managed a temporary repair but Saturday was too windy. Fortunately things were a bit
calmer on Sunday and Len managed to fly the Wasp for a few minutes to confirm the
lead out guide position, tank plumbing, and radio operation.
One of the more interesting Sunday events was Bi-Slobbing. Paul, Keith, and Len all
had bi-slobs out dancing in the wind. Keith and Len had the bright idea to have a "bislob combat" contest. There was a serious crash in round 2, and Len's went home
without its fuselage!
I did not return on Monday as the winds were forecast at 35 km/h and I'm pretty sure no
one else flew that day.
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BI-SLOB COMBAT
Champions: Keith Morgan & Len Bourel

Len Bourel

Keith Morgan

Keith is drinking a beer through a small hole I cut in the side of a beer can so as to
preserve the unopened top. This can went on to become the center tank of my Black
Wasp which Len and I used the following weekend to set a new Canadian control-line
endurance record. (DB)
Bi-Slob Combat
Pilot
1st Round
2nd Round
Place
Keith Morgan
?
?
?*
Len Bourel
?
?
?*
* As there were no cut counters, timers, or circle marshal, a winner
could not be determined.
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LA .25 Sport Race
Champions: Len Bourel & Doug Blackmore

Doug Blackmore

Pilot
Len Bourel
Len Bourel
Paul Smith

Len Bourel

LA .25 Sport Race
Pit
Doug Blackmore
Paul Smith
Brad LaPointe

Final
1st
2nd
3rd

Competing entries were Doug Blackmore, Len Bourel, Paul Smith, Ken Towers, and
Brad LaPointe. However, the "teams" were fluid throughout, and I cannot remember
exactly who beat whom.
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Canadian Control-Line Endurance Record
3 hours 28 minutes 25 seconds
Established September 9, 2017
photos by Doug Blackmore, Chris Hubbard, Janek Zalewski, and Sara Ricketts

Len Bourel (pilot, left), Doug Blackmore (flight engineer, right)
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Commentary by Doug Blackmore:
The idea behind the endurance event is to keep the plane in the air as long as possible
without refueling. The engine size is restricted by total displacement, and there is a four
pound (64 oz) gross weight limit.
Two days before the official flight, we had a pair of uncommanded engine shutdowns.
This filled me with dread and disappointment at the prospect of repeating the failed
attempt of September last year. To make matters worse, the night before had
forecasted 18 km/h winds gusting 27 for our flight on Saturday. I did not really consider
canceling because too much effort had gone into coordinating the participation of
everyone, but I was not looking forward to the flight.
Things started looking better on Saturday morning when the forecast had
turned for the better, now at 14 km/h gusting 20. When we got to the field, the
actual conditions were better still, about 9 km/h with only occasional gusts to
15. It was beginning to look worthwhile to launch an endurance attempt.
It was a long 16-month journey getting to Centennial Park for this flight. I had set an
endurance record with my son Daniel in May 2016 and have since tried a variety of
"improvements" to extend that two-and-a-half hour record. After exhaustive research
and testing, I rejected most of the improvements.

OS 15 LA rigged with RC needle valve.

The OS 15LA engine goes quite rich as you reduce the throttle. Since the previous
record was set without a flight-adjustable needle valve, this was the biggest opportunity
for improvement. I tried the Perry remote-controlled needle valve last year but it was too
sensitive on the 15LA. This year, I decided to use the manufacturer's needle valve and
rig a radio-controlled mechanism to adjust it in flight. Of all the improvements
considered, the RC needle valve is the only one that had a hope of setting a new
record.
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Testing was constantly plagued by random engine shutdowns. It was thought that the
engine might be getting too cool or too lean. The fuel that provided the best chance was
the same Omega 25% nitro glow fuel used to set the prior record.

Bumble Bee

Black Wasp

The new plane is called the Black Wasp. It is based on last year's Bumble Bee, but
slightly larger in order to reduce the risk of stalling/crashing as the Bee did during tests.
To keep the weight down, the Wasp runs without a muffler, and the heavy Du-Bro clunk
tanks are replaced with aluminum beer cans. The RC needle valve servo was modified
with an extra lead for motion indication - LEDs at the wingtip show green for lean and
red for rich.

Green and red LEDs under the wingtip indicate needle valve motion: green for lean, red for rich.

Len and I had a quick test flight a week
before our record attempt just to confirm
the leadout guide position and check the
tank plumbing. A small leak was found in
the centre tank so I rebuilt all three tanks
with new beer cans. Chris Brownhill test
flew for me two days before the record
attempt when we had two uncommanded
engine shutdowns. It could have been the
Parallel plumbing provides a smooth fuel
return of random shutdowns, but it was also
level drop of all three tanks simultaneously.
possible that the tank's fuel outlet became
uncovered in turbulent conditions. To eliminate the problem, I hastily installed a bubble
trap made from an aluminum cigar tube. It can trap three quarters of an ounce of air
while keeping the engine running.
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A: Centre tank feeds the bubble
trap. It is offset from the other
tanks to make it the one that
empties last.

B: The bubble trap holds three
quarters of an ounce and is
plumbed between the centre tank
and the engine. It is purged of air
just before starting the engine.

We arrived at 7:00 AM to beat the wind on the Saturday of our official flight. The new
rules allow for up to four team members, so Chris and Len could have taken turns flying,
but Chris was officiating the event and not available to fly. For the first time, I gave the
Black Wasp a full load of fuel and we began our record attempt with a bubble trap never
tested in flight. Of course we were both wearing our fashionable antenna!

Doug Blackmore

Len Bourel

I recorded video of the launch, but when taking another photo I discovered a memory
card error. I had lost the footage and could take no more camera shots. I am very glad
to have the photos and video taken by Chris Hubbard and Janek Zalewski.
Within ten minutes of the launch, Len asked me how long it had been; we had a long
way to go! I was sat on the upwind side of the centre so as not to interfere with any wind
dramatics Len had to deal with. This meant I could not see just how difficult his task
was. As the flight went on, the wind became more gusty and unpredictable. On at least
two occasions, the plane almost crashed. However, Len's superior piloting saved the
day.
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Len Bourel flying the Black Wasp during the record-setting flight.

My job was no easier. I was in constant conflict over
how lean to set the mixture. Too rich a setting
wastes fuel and will not set a record; too lean risks
killing the engine. Many times we heard the engine
stutter, including once when the engine started to
spin down. Each time, my remedy was to hit the
"rich" lever on the transmitter to keep the engine
alive. We settled into a routine of me asking Len if
he could handle less speed. I would reduce the
throttle and let the engine settle on the new fuel
pressure. Then I would correct the mixture, always
Doug Blackmore on the transmitter
testing "rich" first. If "rich" caused the engine to
during the record-setting flight.
speed up, then we were too lean. If not, I would
adjust to the "lean" side and find the right balance. Our lap time was eight
seconds for the last hour and a half of the flight. At any given throttle
setting, the mixture needs to be rechecked periodically because of the
leaning effect of the dropping fuel level. I was also using my pitch pipe to
monitor the engine's RPM.
Pitch Pipe
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We kept in touch with the officials via text messages. We could
send text using our phones, then hold up a big "TEXT" sign to
draw attention. It worked quite well.
At around two hours and five minutes, within 20 minutes of the
previous record, we had another engine burp. We suspected we
were running low on fuel. It is difficult to describe the anxiety at this
point, being so close to setting a new record. It was not too bad for me because I
already held the previous record, but this was Len's first record attempt. His piloting
never wavered, but I could tell the anxiety was mounting for him. At the moment we
passed the old record, Len did not believe it. It took a full minute to sink in that he held
the new endurance record!
We expected to run out of fuel at any moment. It would not have been worth all the
effort unless we beat the old record by at least 15 minutes. My anxiety was dispelled as
we passed two hours 45 minutes. The next target was an even 3 hours. As we hit that
one, we were amazed to be still flying. The next target was 3 hours 27 minutes in order
to surpass the old record by a full hour. The minute leading up to that got quite hairy!
The wind was picking up and the engine was
running roughly; I could not settle the engine with
mixture adjustments. This was it. The turbulence
was sloshing the fuel around the main tanks,
uncovering the fuel outlet, and filling the bubble
trap with air. When we passed the 3:27 target, we
knew 3:30 was unlikely. The engine spun down for good and we landed at 3 hours 28
minutes and 25 seconds, bettering the prior record by 1 hour 1 minute and 29 seconds.
Considering how negative I felt the night before, it was truly amazing to be sitting in the
centre with Len, holding such a definitive record. I could hardly believe it myself.

03:28:25

Len sat down to recover from his 1800 lap ordeal while I retrieved the plane. Post flight
inspection showed less than a quarter ounce of fuel left - just the dregs of unusable fuel
from the low points of the fuel tubing.
The Bumble Bee record set last year
was not difficult to execute - it was a
calm day and only the throttle to
manage. That record was achieved on
the bench with a good design and
build. The same cannot be said of the
Black Wasp record. The Black Wasp
had an incremental design
improvement but the execution was far
more difficult. Len expertly kept the
plane in the air under very difficult wind
conditions at extremely slow airspeeds
for well over three hours, the longest

Endurance team: Doug Blackmore (L), Len Bourel (R)
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flight of his life. Keeping the engine running with radio control throttle and needle valve
was also quite challenging for me. The new record is a true team effort with each of us
performing critical and difficult tasks.
I must mention the contribution of Chris Brownhill. Although he did not get to fly the
record-setting flight, he did most of the research flying with me throughout the summer,
testing fuel systems, without complaint. Without this help, the design of the Black Wasp
would have been seriously delayed, and I thank him sincerely for all that he did.
Thanks also to Juan Barrada and Chris Hubbard for time keeping. Finally, I am grateful
to have a friend like Len to share this experience and the endurance record.

Chris Brownhill (L), Janek Zalewski (C), Juan Barrada (R)
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Trigonometry calculations for an early prototype aluminum tank.

Spring tests of the new RC needle valve setup.
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A home-made manometer measuring muffler pressure.

Design testing of horizontal cylinders plumbed in various ways.
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Plywood rib doublers strengthen the landing gear block installation, but only as far back as the spars.
In endurance, you cannot afford to carry any extra weight.

As with the Bumble Bee, the Black Wasp has a double plywood mount on the outboard
wing, drilled to accept a screwdriver as a handle for the forty-pound pull test.
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Leading edge wiring for the lean/rich LED indicators.

Custom made wheels: 2 layers of 1/8" Lite Ply, laminated at right angles.

The Black Wasp ready for covering.
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The Black Wasp rudder

Balsa Beavers 60-year-old club

The pinion gear is glued to a piece of wood which is screwed to the "robot" continuous rotation servo. It is
also reinforced with a self-tapping screw directly to the servo spline. The large driven gear is pressed onto
the OS manufacturer's needle valve. The control provided by this setup is much finer than a single click of
a conventional needle adjustment.
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Bubble wrap makes excellent lightweight packing. No extra weight is carried in endurance, so a
"snug fit" is used to hold the tanks in place rather than heavy straps and mounts.

The receiver is tucked discretely under the fuel tank platform.
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Bumble Bee vs. Black Wasp

At three hours, the engine burps again. I dive for the "rich" level while Len keeps the plane from crashing.
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Doug stretching his legs, walking behind Len.

Doug retrieves the plane while Len collapses after landing.
"What's the problem, Len? You've only had one flight today!"
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Doug Blackmore (flight engineer, left), Len Bourel (pilot, right)

The Black Wasp
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3 Hours, 28 Minutes, 25 Seconds
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Feature
Fuel formula less than
25% nitro
Propellers: coarse pitch
and larger diameter
R/C leadout guide

Uniflow fuel system

Fuel bladders

Muffler pressure

One large tank

Multiple tanks in series

Powered glow plug

Higher compression

Multiple tanks in parallel

RC needle valve

Research Conclusions
Disposition
Reason
Rejected
Random engine shutdowns. Omega 25% nitro glow fuel
seemed to have the fewest shutdowns.
Rejected
No measureable improvement. Coarser pitches make
takeoff difficult or impossible. Original 7-6 prop was used.
Rejected
This was to help increase line tension late in flight when the
plane was light on the lines. Rather than waste an ounce
and a half on this feature, I decided just to have someone
better than me fly the plane - one who is comfortable with
little line tension.
Rejected
This promising solution would have solved a lot of
changing fuel pressure issues, but a suitably light and rigid
tank could not be found.
Rejected
A non-elasticated bladder would collapse unpredictably,
sometimes folding to trap fuel. An elasticated fuel bladder
resulted in unacceptable changes in fuel pressure as it
deflated.
Rejected
Carrying the muffler in flight costs more than an ounce in
extra weight, meaning carrying less fuel. It also
exacerbates the problem of changing fuel pressure, as it
produces 0.6 PSI at full power but only 0.1 PSI at 8300
RPM.
Rejected
The sloshing of fuel in turbulence caused dangerous
fore/aft changes in centre of gravity. It also tended to
uncover the fuel outlet.
Rejected
When one tank empties, that side of the siphon system
goes dry and results in a sudden increase in fuel pressure,
making the engine go rich.
Rejected
The idea was to run 1.5 volts up the control lines for the
entire flight in order to keep the glow plug lit, staving off
random engine shutdowns. During tests, the engine shut
down anyway.
Rejected
The idea was that higher compression would allow lower
nitro fuel to be used without random engine shutdowns.
During tests, the engine shut down anyway.
Accepted
With three horizontal cylindrical tanks mounted behind one
another and plumbed in parallel, there would be one
continuous fuel drain affecting all tanks simultaneously.
This results in a single gradual decrease in fuel pressure
throughout the flight, making needle valve adjustments
easier. The tanks also provide baffling against fore/aft fuel
sloshing.
Accepted
This was the only feature with a demonstrated
improvement to endurance. On the bench, at 9300 RPM
and a leaned out fuel mixture, economy was 7:18 m:s / fl.
oz. In actual flight, we achieved 8800 RPM with 8-second
laps around the two-hour mark. Fuel economy might
actually have peaked at 8 minutes per fluid ounce.
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Item
FLIGHT
Endurance
Laps
Distance
Avg Speed
Economy
Takeoff
WEIGHT
Empty
Fuel
Gross
PLANE
Wingspan
Wing Chord
Wing Area
Airfoil
Length
Balsa
Spars
Covering
Main Wheels
Bell Crank
EQUIPMENT
Lines
Engine
Prop
Fuel
Tanks
Receiver
Battery
Throttle Servo
Needle Servo
Transmitter

Black Wasp
September 9, 2017

Record Comparison
Bumble Bee
May 21, 2016

3:28:25
1800 (est.)
190 km (est.)
54.7 km/h (est.)
6:08 m:s / fl. oz.
83 ft.

2:26:56
1339
135 km
55.5 km/h
4:05 m:s / fl. oz.
83 ft.

33 oz.
31 oz. (34 fl. oz.)
64 oz.

31 oz.
33 oz. (37 fl. oz.)
64 oz.

47.5"
9"
349 in2 + fuselage
NACA M12
30"
Bud Nosen contest-grade (or lighter)
⅛" x ¼" spruce
Microlite
5-inch dia. Double Lite Ply with
Microlite
Brodak 2" nylon

43"
8"
298 in2 + fuselage
NACA M12
25.5"
Bud Nosen contest-grade (or lighter)
⅛" x ¼" spruce
Microlite
5-inch dia. Single Lite Ply with Microlite

53 feet from palm side of handle to
centre of fuselage
O.S. 15LA
Master Airscrew 7-6
Omega 25%
3 x 473 mL James Ready beer cans
plumbed in parallel
Spektrum AR6260 DSM X
HydriMax Ultra 4.8V 750 mAh NiMH
HiTEC HS-35HD
FiTec FS90R continuous rotation
Spektrum DX5e

52 feet from palm side of handle to centre
of fuselage
O.S. 15LA
Master Airscrew 7-6
Omega 25%
16 + 16 + 6 oz Du-Bro clunk tanks
plumbed in series
Spektrum AR6260 DSM X
LOSI Miscr 4.8V 220 mAh NiMH
HiTEC HS-35HD
none
Spektrum DX5e
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Brodak 2" nylon

Pitch Pipe
Tachometer
Note
RPM
Db
16,630
C
15,697
B
14,816
Bb
13,985
A
13,200
Ab
12,459
G
11,760
Gb
11,100
F
10,477
E
9,889
Eb
9,334
D
8,810
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Michigan State Meet
September 9 and 10, 2017
Rouge Park, Detroit, Michigan
Commentary by: Paul Smith
The Strathmoor Club continues to uphold the tradition of The State Meet, despite the
loss of sponsorship from Plymouth, The Detroit News, Ford and The Michigan
Exchange Clubs.
In the golden age of the early 1960’s, the contest offered every event in the AMA Rule
Book with separate J, S, and O classes. The Exchange Clubs charged admission to the
fans and made a lot of money.
The Strathmoor Club has taken over the maintenance of the Rouge Park field and done
a great job of it. We still have two grass circles and one paved circle. The nine circles
on the west side have gone back to nature.
This year we put carrier and racing aside and went to an all-combat schedule. The fans
loved it.
Colombo won both the AMA Nats & The Bladder Grabber FOUR times in a row and
failed to complete The Triple Crown FOUR times in a row. We all want Ronnie to win,
but not by charity. At Max's suggestion, I emerged from retirement to give Ron a light
workout.
40 years later, Paul Smith repeated his 1977 State Meet victory in the only significant
combat event – FAST.
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SPEED LIMIT COMBAT
Champion: Pat MacKenzie
Speed Limit Combat
Pilot
Win/Loss
Pat MacKenzie
3/1
Ron Colombo
3/1
Lou Scavone
3/1
Ivan MacKenzie
2/2
Ron Marchionni &
1/2
Ed Brzys
Dave Hilton &
0/2
Mike Evans

Place
1st*
2nd*
3rd*
4th
tie for
5th & 6th
tie for
7th & 8th

* Full double competition conceded due to dwindling equipment. Placing based on whobeat-whom.

1/2 A COMBAT
Champion: Mike Evans
Pilot
Mike Evans
Ed Brzys
Ron Colombo
Paul Smith

1/2 A Combat
Win/Loss
2/0
1/1
0/1
0/1

Place
1st
2nd
3rd*
4th*

* Full double competition conceded due to dwindling equipment. Placing based on whobeat-whom.

AMA SLOW COMBAT
(invented here, still flown here)

Champion: Ed Brzys
Pilot
Ed Brzys
Ron Colombo
Mike Evans

AMA Slow Combat
Win/Loss
1/0
1/1
0/1
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

F2D COMBAT
(2 planes, 3 man crew, 5 man grand jury, full dubs)

Champion: Ivan MacKenzie
Pilot
Ivan MacKenzie
Pat MacKenzie
Ed Brzys
Ron Colombo,
Mike Evans &
Vadim Polack
Ron Marchionni &
Lou Scavone

F2D Combat
Win/Loss
4/1
4/0
2/2
1/2

Place
1st*
2nd*
3rd
tie for
4th, 5th, & 6th

0/2

tie for
7th & 8th

* Full double competition conceded due to dwindling equipment. Placing based on whobeat-whom.

AMA FAST COMBAT
(36 cubic inch, 5.8 liter)

Champion: Paul Smith
Pilot
Paul Smith
Ron Colombo
Ed Brzys
Mike Evans

AMA Fast Combat
Win/Loss
2/0
1/1
1/1
0/2

Place
1st
2nd*
3rd*
4th

* Full double competition conceded due to dwindling equipment. Placing based on whobeat-whom.
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Balsa Beavers 60th Anniversary Event
September 23 and 24, 2017
Photos by Chris Hubbard, Brad LaPointe, and Doug Blackmore.
Commentary by Chris Brownhill:
This has been a strange year for weather. A cool, wet spring and summer, followed by
a warmer than average autumn brought us some of the hottest temperatures of the year
at our anniversary event!

The temperatures reached the mid-thirties during this contest, and it had a certain
dampening effect on the fun-fly portion of the planned activities as it was truly energy
sapping by Sunday afternoon.
The competition side was not affected so much by the hot weather as contest flyers are
used to performing in very warm weather, even when it arrives late in the season.
The Limited Stunt event was held on Saturday for the benefit of our novice fliers, so that
they might have some part in the competition. Chris Hubbard emerged as the winner of
the event with some very smooth flights which impressed us all, as he seemed to have
been getting some secret practice in order to hone his skills!
Jack Nagao and Naomi Macklem took second and third place honours, respectively, to
finish out the scoring.
Immediately following this event, Old Time Stunt was commenced,
with several interesting vintage stunters being employed, and some
good flights flown with close scoring, making it a very tight event
indeed when the final results were tallied.
Doug Blackmore emerged as the victor flying his “Viking” (in striking
Hallowe’en colours) to good effect. Len Bourel, flying a Brodak
Ringmaster, took second place, with Keith Morgan and his colourful
“Flying Comedian” taking the third place prize.
The Old Time Scale event was flown next employing a set of
experimental rules which had origins going back to the late 1940’s
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and the old Canadian Gas Model Club, which was the predecessor of the Model
Aeronautics Association of Canada, our current national association.
This event nearly didn’t get included in the program due to a
seeming lack of interest being exhibited just before the contest.
But, when it was announced that the event would be deleted, a
volley of emails from the membership convinced the club
executive to run it as originally planned.
The interesting part of this event was that no operating engine
throttles were allowed in order to give the event some “old time”
flavour. So, if your model had a working throttle system, it had to be locked in the wideopen position for “one speed only” operation.
There were some really interesting models
being flown. Gord Gimbert had both a pretty
DH Beaver, and a really nice SE-5A to enter the
event with. Jack Nagao had a colourful Stinson
Tri-motor in striking American Airlines livery,
and Naomi Macklem flew her pretty P-51 in
RCAF markings.
Gord Gimbert won the event with his SE-5A,
with Len Bourel proxy flying this entry to very good effect with some interesting
aerobatics. Chris Brownhill took second place honours with his “Curtiss” F2C Navy
Biplane. In third was Chris Hubbard flying his Fairchild Cornell WWII trainer.

Left to right: Peter Hanson, Stu Henderson, Walter Dordolo

The other event of the day was F2D FAI Combat being flown on the grass circle. There
were some very good rounds flown during the course of the day, and the competition
got really exciting in the final matches, as this event was also the last in the series of
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contests used to select the F2D team for next year’s World Championships to be held in
France.
The winner was eventually decided to be Pat MacKenzie, followed by Yaroslav
Melnikov, in second place, and Maksim Svetlakov in third.
Just for the record, Doug Blackmore, and his
daughter Elliot should be thanked for boiling
up the hot dogs for lunch. Donations received
for the hot dogs amounted to $89.00, and
became part of the $361.00 contribution made
by the Club to the Weston King
Neighbourhood Centre.
On Sunday morning, the last event of our
celebration took place. The 500 Lap Scale
Sport Race was in commemoration of all the
great Rat Racing events held by the Club in
1960’s and 1970’s.
Doug Blackmore (L), Elliot Blackmore (R)

The old Marathon Trophy was again dusted off
to be presented to the winner, along with special commemorative mugs which were
similar to the ones handed out in the 1960’s at the 1400 lap Rat Race Event.
The first 500 lap heat was comprised of Paul
Smith/Brad LaPointe (pilot) and Chris
Brownhill/Doug Blackmore (mechanic). The race
was very close with the pit men going shot for shot
in the refueling stops to keep it all very close!
As the air speed of the models didn’t vary much
either, the race was decided by a mere .20 second
margin, with Brownhill/ Blackmore emerging as the
winners in the heat.
The second heat was comprised of Doug
Blackmore/Len Bourel (pilot), and Keith
Morgan/Paul Smith (mechanic). This heat
was not quite as close as the first one
described above, but Blackmore/Bourel did a
very creditable time of 31:29:51 to win the
heat, and the entire event!
After the sport race, the paved circle was
turned over to the club members for any
sport flying they might wish to do.
Jack Nagao impressed us all with a successful flight of his Musciano Canard, which was
surely the highlight of the afternoon.
Also, one of Ross Melhuish’s old sixties vintage rat racers was flown by Len Bourel to
give us an idea of what racing planes looked and sounded like “back in the day”.
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All in all, it was a very successful and enjoyable meet in spite of the very warm weather.
I don’t know when the next milestone anniversary event will be for the club, but I sure
hope that I am there to see it!
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A FEW PICTURES

Left to right: Judges - Paul Emmerson, Naomi Macklem; Tabulator - Elliot Blackmore

Paul Smith (2nd from left) and his Perky speed model and crew.
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William's First Flight
William's mom contacted us a week before the event regarding the possibility of an
introductory flight for her son. We were happy to oblige and hope to see them next year.
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Len Bourel (L - Pilot), Doug Blackmore (R - Pit)

The usual combat carnage
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Lap Counters

Elliot Blackmore (L), Naomi Macklem (R)

Chris Hubbard (L), Jack Nagao (R)
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F2D COMBAT
Champion: Pat MacKenzie

Pat MacKenzie (L), Brad LaPointe (R)

F2D Combat
Pilot
Place
Pat MacKenzie
1st
Yaroslav Melnikov
2nd
Maxsim Svetlakov
3rd

Yaroslav Melnikov (2nd)

Maxsim Svetlakov (3rd)
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LA .15 SCALE RACE (500-LAP MARATHON)
Champions: Len Bourel (pilot) and Doug Blackmore (pit)

Len Bourel (L - pilot), Doug Blackmore (R - pit)

Entry
Doug Blackmore
Chris Brownhill
Paul Smith
Keith Morgan

LA .15 Scale Race (500-Lap Marathon)
Pilot
Pit
Final
Len Bourel
Doug Blackmore
31:29.51
Chris Brownhill Doug Blackmore
35:14.55
Brad LaPointe
Paul Smith
35:14.75
Keith Morgan
Paul Smith
38:39.79

2nd Place
Chris Brownhill (Left - pilot)
Doug Blackmore (Right - pit)

3rd Place
Brad LaPointe (Left - pilot)
Paul Smith (Right - pit)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

LIMITED STUNT
Champion: Chris Hubbard

Chris Hubbard

Limited Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight
2nd Flight
Chris Hubbard
57.75
61.5
Jack Nagao
30
50.75
Naomi Macklem
43.5
33
Judges: Keith Morgan, Paul Emmerson
Tabulator: Elliot Blackmore

Jack Nagao (2nd)

Naomi Macklem (3rd)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

OLD TIME STUNT
Champion: Doug Blackmore

Doug Blackmore

Old Time Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight
2nd Flight
Doug Blackmore
297.35
327.25
Len Bourel
323.35
321.65
Keith Morgan
13.85
309.05
Chris Brownhill
225.10
305.70
Judges: Naomi Macklem, Paul Emmerson
Tabulator: Elliot Blackmore

Len Bourel (2nd)

Keith Morgan (3rd)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

OLD TIME SCALE
Champion: Gord Gimbert

Gord Gimbert

Old Time Scale
Model
SE-5
Curtiss Goshawk FIIC2 Biplane
Chris Hubbard
Cornell
Jack Nagao
Stinson
Naomi Macklem
P-51
Gord Gimbert
Beaver
Jack Nagao
Waco
Judges: Paul Smith, Keith Morgan
Pilot
Gord Gimbert
Chris Brownhill

Chris Brownhill (2nd)

Score
86
82

Place
1st
2nd

81
68.5
47.5
75.5
60.5

3rd
4th
5th

Chris Hubbard (3rd)
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TORONTO AND DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIPS
GRAND CHAMPION TROPHY
We took the opportunity to present this trophy (a bit late) to our 2016 and 2017 winners.

2016 T&D Grand Champion: Keith Morgan

Keith Morgan (L), Chris Brownhill (R)

2017 T&D Grand Champion: Pat MacKenzie

Pat MacKenzie (L), Chris Brownhill (R)
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Ringmaster Fly-A-Thon
October 7 and 8, 2017
Commentary and photos by John McFayden:
Saturday morning in Burlington featured
heavy overcast, light rain showers but flat
calm air. And it was warm. Unlike previous
years where toques, gloves, winter coats and
long johns were necessary garb, this day Tshirts and shorts were comfortable attire. Seven pilots gathered to celebrate the
venerable Matt Kania Ringmaster.
As Doug Blackmore assembled his sun shade to keep our chairs dry I fueled up my
Ringmaster and with a one flip start put up the first flight of the day at 8:56 am.
Doug, Len Bourel, Naomi Macklem, Chris Brownhill, Stunt Stu Henderson and Dave
Kelly making his first ever Ringmaster Fly A Thon appearance then set about putting in
some short-tank flights. The ground was wet, there was a little rain but for the early part
of the day the wind remained very calm.
Around noon Coby McFayden arrived at the field with a large pot of chili and fresh bread
to refuel the pilots.
That calm air lasted until just after lunch when the sky finally cleared, the blazing sun
amped up the temperature and the humidity and fueled the wind. As it was
Thanksgiving Weekend several of the pilots had to leave early for family Turkey dinners.
The wind was very turbulent and blowing well over 30 km/hr by 2 pm. Take-offs were
interesting and landings were adventures. The bit in the middle was best flown with lazy
eights as keeping the model downwind was actually much safer than flying level laps
and trying to eat up the slack that developed each trip around the upwind side.
Naomi Macklem braved
the fierce winds with her
LA .15 Jr Ringmaster and
managed a couple of
successful afternoon
flights. Strong winds can
require CA when an
unplanned landing occurs.
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Look at the photo of Naomi launching for Len. The chairs have blown over, Len’s
starting glove is rolling across the grass and both Len’s Ringmaster and mine behind it
are blown sideways and the branches in the trees in the background are almost
horizontal. For the 77th and final flight of the day Len filled the tank and did the entire
F2B pattern. The wind was whipping the model so hard that I was expecting the model
to shed its wings.
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Over in Scarborough, Keith
Morgan put his all red Ring
through 12 flights.
Final flight tally for Saturday
by pilot was John McFayden
25, Len Bourel 19, Doug
Blackmore 15, Keith Morgan
12, Naomi Macklem 8, Chris
Brownhill 6, Dave Kelly 2
and Stunt Stu 2 for a total of
89.
Sunday morning weather jn Toronto was heavy overcast, strong wind and temperatures
in the high teens. Len and Naomi got out early and started burning in flights.
Slowly but surely more pilots and more Ringmasters began to arrive. No less than 13
different pilots posted at least one flight on Sunday. So many pilots and planes that Len
and Keith moved some models to the grass circle so that they could build the flight
count even quicker.
As was the case on Saturday, takeoff and landing presented the
greatest challenge due to the strong
and gusty winds. Some very hard
landings occurred and one really bad
bounce landing I experienced
snapped one of the plastic gear wire
clips. Fortunately, Doug Blackmore
had several spares in his extensive
parts box and I was able to repair my
plane and get back in the air.
As if the wind was not enough to make take-off and landing tricky there were also some
tall dandelions. On occasion a line would get snagged and cause some instant anxiety.
Most notable was Chris Brownhill’s model doing a full power left turn into the infield.
Jack Nagao had a few flights on both his Flying Man and 60th Anniversary Balsa
Beaver Billboard Ringmasters while Paul Emmerson quietly shocked the crowd flying
his blue and white electric Ring.
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Janek Zalewski rented a ride as did Steven Renwae, Igor and Walter Dordolo.
Other pilots braving the winds on Sunday were Doug Blackmore and Allan Diamond.
The only serious damage observed was Keith
Morgan’s all red Ringmaster that got slack on the
launch and then had the wind play havoc with it.
Some glue is required but Keith vows this plane will
return to the circle.
Final flight tally for Sunday by pilot was Len Bourel
12, Keith Morgan 12, John McFayden 11, Jack
Nagao 8, Doug Blackmore 7, Paul Emmerson 7,
Chris Brownhill 6, Allan Diamond 5, Naomi Macklem
2, Igor 2, Steven Renwae 2, Walter Dordolo and
Janek Zalewski 1 for a total of 76.
The Balsa Beavers proudly contributed 165 flights to
the 2017 World Wide Ringmaster Fly A Thon using
12 different models.
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Saturday October 7, 2017
Pilot
Count
John McFayden
25
Len Bourel
19
Doug Blackmore
15
Keith Morgan
12
Naomi Macklem
8
Chris Brownhill
6
Dave Kelly
2
Stunt Stu Henderson
2
Saturday Total
89

Sunday October 8, 2017
Pilot
Count
Len Bourel
12
Keith Morgan
12
John McFayden
11
Jack Nagao
8
Doug Blackmore
7
Paul Emmerson
7
Chris Brownhill
6
Allan Diamond
5
Naomi Macklem
2
Igor
2
Steven Renwae
2
Walter Dordolo
1
Janek Zalewski
1
Sunday Total
76

Fly-A-Thon Totals, 2017
Pilots
Models
Flights
15
12
165
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60th Anniversary Supper
November 19, 2017
Commentary by Chris Brownhill:
Little did I think that when I joined the Balsa Beavers as a teenager that it would still be
around today, doing what it always did, and with the membership seeming to love every
minute of it!
We have had a couple of rough patches when our survival seemed unlikely, but
somehow something always happened to bring the club back to life again, and so we
still carry on.
I am proud to be the President of such a
cohesive and talented group of modellers, and
more importantly, I enjoy their company both on
and off the flying field.
We held the celebratory supper at the Olive
Restaurant, which is located on the East Mall in
Etobicoke, on Sunday, November 19th, 2017.

Screen Capture from Jack
Humphreys' 8mm movies.

The Olive is not a presumptuous restaurant, but
it serves tasty diner fare at very reasonable
prices. The Olive’s owner gave us the entire
restaurant to spread out in for our celebration,
and his waiting staff was most gracious and
helpful over the entire evening.

About twenty members and spouses attended. The formalities were kept to a minimum,
and a historic slide show, plus some digitized 8mm home movies of the club’s early
activities were shown to the gathering.
All in all, it seemed to be a very enjoyable evening for those in attendance.
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Photos by Doug Blackmore:
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